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Zombies and Preparedness 

Five tips for using metaphors in 

exercises and outreach 

One of the fundamental concepts of 

emergency management is that no 

plan is complete until it has been 

tested with an exercise. However, it’s 

worth going beyond this just a bit to 

look at what is being tested. An 

exercise is intended to validate plan 

concepts but it also tests the ability of 

your crisis team to apply those 

concepts. Both must be successful if 

your plan is to succeed. 

Part of the problem with many 

exercises is that they can become 

routine. Players can anticipate the 

scenario and are no longer 

demonstrating the creativity and 

flexibility so critical to crisis response.  

There are a number of ways you can 

keep exercises fresh: limit resources, 

use alternate sites, increase 

complexity, etc. A technique that has 

become popular lately is the use of 

unusual or fantasy scenarios that 

serve as metaphors for actual events. 

Yes, I’m talking about zombies. 

It’s become fairly common to use 

zombies as a metaphor for hazardous 

materials or disease because of the 

similarities in transmission and 

exponential contamination. However, 

because you’re dealing with the 

unexpected, the exercise focuses the 

players on concepts and functional 

planning without the baggage of well-

worn scenarios. 

Is this for real? 
In 2009, Doug Johnson, then manager 

of the University of Florida’s e-Learning 

Support Services, authored a disaster 

preparedness simulation based on a 

zombie outbreak. His intent was to 

inject a bit of humor while considering 

concepts related to campus closure. 

Unfortunately for Johnson, word soon 

leaked out, creating a media sensation, 

and the exercise was ordered removed 

from the campus website. Johnson was 

not disciplined because he had created 

the simulation on his own time. 

Johnson’s experience highlights one of 

the problems of using fantasy 

scenarios. Senior officials may not see 

either the humor or the utility in using 

such a scenario. To be successful, you 

need to do some convincing ahead of 

time and have a solid message for 

when the story breaks. 

http://ufdc.ufl.edu/IR00000021
http://ufdc.ufl.edu/IR00000021
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However, Johnson has been exonerated.  The 

Florida State Library has an entire website 

devoted to zombie attacks as part of a “Feed 

Your Brains” campaign to encourage use of the 

library. Johnson’s simulation is now archived at 

the UF Library as well. 

Zombies attack! 
In 2011, the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention published a blog using zombies as a 

metaphor for disease and encouraging basic 

preparedness. The blog proved wildly popular 

(over 30,000 hits the first day) and the CDC 

created a full public service campaign. 

The CDC campaign inspired a series of exercises 

in Kansas and Ohio using zombies as a 

metaphor for hazardous materials spills. The 

popularity of the zombie theme meant more 

volunteers were willing to participate in the full 

scale exercises. 

The exercises were so successful that the State 

of Kansas has officially declared October as 

“Zombie Preparedness Month” and built a 

whole preparedness campaign around the 

theme. The campaign includes ample 

opportunity for public involvement: 

 A “Prepare for the Unexpected Public 

Service Announcement” Contest 

 An all-ages coloring contest 

 Community “zombie preparedness” walks 

Doing it right 
So how do we capitalize on the use of 

metaphors?  

1. First and foremost, don’t get distracted by 

the metaphor. Yes, it’s fun. Yes, you’ll be 

able to get creative. Yes, people will want to 

participate. But never forget that you’ve got 

a purpose you’re trying to achieve by using 

the metaphor. Just because you’re playing 

with zombies doesn’t mean you ignore 

basic principles and concepts. 

2. As in all exercises and outreach campaigns, 

begin by determining your objectives and 

desired outcomes. Once you’re sure about 

these, then consider if a metaphor will help 

you achieve them. 

3. Unlike typical exercises, ones using 

metaphors can make senior officials 

twitchy. You’ll need to spend time with 

them explaining what you’re trying to 

achieve and why the metaphor is helpful. 

Make use of successful campaigns and 

exercises such as those in Kansas. Have a 

plan for how you will handle media interest. 

4. Begin your planning with the idea that 

everything you do must help achieve your 

objectives. No matter how clever or fun an 

idea seems, if it doesn’t achieve your 

desired results it’s a distraction and waste 

of resources. 

5. Lay down some basic rules as to how your 

metaphor will engage your players and stick 

to them. The exercise should unfold 

realistically from your basic premise. 

Throwing in too many changes and ideas 

will ultimately confuse your players, 

resulting in an unrealistic exercise. 

Remember, these are emergency exercises, 

not a live-action role playing game. 

One last thought - try something different, for 

pity’s sake! Fun as they are, zombies are a bit 

overdone in my opinion. On the plus side, that 

means a lot of sample exercises and success 

stories are available. But challenge your 

audience by being creative. Vampires and 

werewolves need love too.   

I’ve always been partial to alien invasion 

myself…  

http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/zombie
http://www.ksready.gov/default.asp?PageID=9&Tab=1

